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Guy Baekelmans again shows his clean, straight works, very much themselves but also 
suggestive of architecture, yet broadcasting potential  movement in broad and narrower 
black,  red  and  white  diagonals  with  stops.  Dynamic  and  mechanic,  but  not  cold,  of 
meticulous judgement in direction and thrust, the design might be akin to sheet lightning 
on a pinwheel. If related to sound, the entirety would be like a huge pipe organ fully open,  
the player well-warmed and going full tilt.

There is  a powerful  suggestion of  determined slow circular  movement usually tending 
toward an over all continuance to the right. We see only a segment of the turn, not the 
whole or its goal. The carefully considered lines ans spacing, open and close, interact in  
varied proportion, always taut and highly disciplined. The steps and angels project a three 
dimensional effect as an interaction with the flat abstracted forms. Perspective has been 
drawn  so  that  the  paintings  may be  seen  as  abstract  skyscrapers  from above,  giant 
horizontal notations, or forward – leaning layers precariously held in check by opposing 
widths and blocks, strips or fine straight lines. Interesting complexities have been built from 
the artist's drafting board which express well his conception of the cosmos and the pattern 
of its vitality. The artist writes: “My work is based on one geometrical form, the square,  
which in ancient cultures was related to earth – although my thinking is circular: the cyclic 
thinking  of  the  Chinese Taoism or  the  Japanese Dokyo,  the  ever-changing continuing 
evolution through the alternate revolving balance of yin and yang, in day and night, in the 
changing of seasons – but the square fits perfectly in the circle... the interaction consists in 
the different views, the optical recording of the flat forms on one hand, and on the other  
hand the recognizing of the perspective construction and depth – the first being yang as 
the spiritualising of  the shape,  the second being closer  to  earth  in  accordance to  the 
perspective, being yin.”

The sculptures with fluorescent light incorporated, which are somehow reminiscent of large 
abstract tuning forks, one almost expects an emission of a tone as a signal pointing at the 
sky. The light strips are essential to the angled construction strengths for maintaining the 
visual stability. It is intelligent and arresting art, Baekelmans' view of cosmic architecture.
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